
RELATIONSHIPS: POETRY: Porphyria’s Lover; A Poison Tree; Love and Friendship; Valentine; She Walks in Beauty; Praise Song for My Mother

You will explore the key theme of relationships, in particular ideas about family, friendship and love, through the study of a range of poems

from different contexts.

SKILLS: Reading: WT; Z; L

MORALITY: SPEAKING AND LISTENING: The Monkey’s Paw; Debate; Speeches; Fake News; Standard and Non-Standard English

You will explore a range of texts under the umbrella of ‘Morality’, engaging in debates about the difference between right and wrong, ethical

decisions and greed. You will have opportunities to develop your ability to articulate a viewpoint both verbally and in writing.

SKILLS: Writing: GAP; V; AV

APPEARANCE AND REALITY: INTRODUCTION TO SHAKESPEARE: Context and A Midsummer Night’s Dream

You will learn about Shakespeare’s background, the Globe and the Elizabethan/Jacobean eras and their beliefs and values. You will study

extracts from a play, becoming familiar with Shakespearean language/play conventions, and ideas about deception and gender roles.

SKILLS: Reading: CON; SUM

IDENTITY: WORLD LITERATURE - OPENING CHAPTERS:  Jane Eyre; Great Expectations; I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings; Things Fall Apart

You will explore characterisation, setting and the key theme of self-identity, while making links to life in the 19th and 20th centuries in the UK

and other countries, plus consider wider issues such as heritage, cultural identity and values.

SKILLS: Reading: I; E/EQ; WT and Writing: EO; C; SET

SOCIETY: FOUNDATIONS OF LITERATURE: Ancient Greece; Ancient Rome, The Bible; Chaucer; Fifteenth Century Writers

You will explore social and historical contexts, as well as a range of genres and texts to develop a solid understanding of the foundations and

conventions of literature, and how they reflect our ever-changing society.

SKILLS: Reading: CON; Z and Writing: GAP; WT

English Curriculum Subject on a Page: Year 7 

The study of these opening chapters will set up analytical

skills for studying foundations of literature and Animal

Farm; 19th century short stories in Y8; seminal world

literature in Y9 and the C19th /modern texts at GCSE.

Learning in English this year: Curriculum links:
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This unit underpins all subsequent units, allowing you to

understand how literature has changed and evolved. You

will study Romanticism in Y8 and Victorian literature in Y9,

laying a solid foundation for GCSE literature texts.

POWER & CONFLICT: MODERN FICTION: Animal Farm

You will study a whole novel, exploring ideas about group and individual power, corruption and hierarchy. You will also have the opportunity

to study political speeches, inspirational and corrupt leaders, and dystopia as a genre.

SKILLS: Reading: CON; Z and Writing: GAP; WT

This will further consolidate skills needed to analyse prose in

KS3/4. Continued exploration of the theme of power and

conflict through speeches and creative writing in Y8 and

power and conflict poetry/Shakespeare in Y9/GCSE.
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This unit develops necessary skills for analysing poetry and

builds a foundation for Romanticism in Year 8 and power

and conflict poetry in Y9/GCSE. The theme of relationships

is explored through prose and plays in Y8/Y9 and GCSE.U
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This unit prepares you for the study/writing of fiction and

non-fiction texts, particularly for English language at GCSE.

The theme of morality is explored further in C19th short

stories in Y8, and Shakespeare plays in Y9/GCSE.
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This unit builds the foundation for further study of

Shakespeare in each subsequent year, building your

confidence to access his plays/poetry and language, and

have a sound understanding of contextual significances.U
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